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OK: So: at last I get a sentence out of you in a Facebook email!
"Try to see all this in a VERY LARGE perspective. Might take some really
strong lenses."
I already do.
Is that the root of the problem here? That - as I told you the first time you
asked me, "What do you do?," I told you straight up:
"I'm a philosopher."
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… rather than my usual dodge, that I'm a comedienne (which is true, but
just my style of approaching life… as a Taoist philosopher?)
In the MEAN TIME here, there are scads of people in this punk town of
Ithaca who REFUSE to share MEANingful information with me… hiding in
the dark?
"HIstory… is'a made… AT NIGHT! Character… is what you are… IN THE
DARK!"
- Lord John Whorfin - played by John Lithgow, in The Adventures of Buckaroo Banzai: Across
the 8th Dimension, a discussion of whose genius was a major focus of my
first conversation with Lenora Quvus, a discussion brought on by her
telling me that her favorite novelist was John Irving, the author of "The
World According to Garp"?
In which John Lithgow played the transsexual football player. Right?
ONCE UPON A TIME it was regarded as weird, freakish, bizarre, and WAY
COOL to be born transsexual… but now? With me?
I'm getting PISSED ON by almost all of the people I used to regard as my
friends, who push me INTO THE DARK even as they bitch about me
BEHIND MY BACK.
- "What's up with that?"
Sincerely,
Bonze AnneRose Blayk
PS: "If I may offer a suggestion, in the mildest and most polite manner I
can achieve at the moment… perhaps signing up for that subcontracting
gig with Yoyodyne Propulsion was a REALLY! BAD! IDEA! - even though
the payoff 'looked sweet at the time?'"
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Exactly How Big Is The Universe? Now We Know
WASHINGTON — An ultraprecise new galaxy map is shedding light on the
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Bonze AnneRose Blayk Chris Pentecost - do you have any clues
as to WTF!
This is baffling. Why is it that the people in this town who
OUGHT to be cool with me "being who I am" are such fucking
shitheads?
I've only become aware of the shitty "virtual" CGI-driven sex
videos featuring ME as their focus that have been distributed as
a result of my amazing intuition… and only became aware of the
existence of ANY video coming out of this house back in early
September, when it appears clear that they've been out there for
YEARS!
wtf. "I've got on my strongest lenses… and I'm seeing the lamest
people in the whole damned universe!"
No wonder to me now, that Richard Feynman ditched this town
and moved to Pasadena and a teaching gig at Caltech… where
he could go hang out t strip clubs without having a bunch of
weeny "progressives" engaging in gossip about him "just to while
away their boring day, as THEY did exactly the same shit… but IN
SECRET!
BTW, The Adventures of Buckaroo Banzai: Across the 8th
Dimension is Garry's favorite movie… but only my second
favorite?
"Is that the problem here, Garry Bordonaro? That my favorite
movie is Mystery Men?" - LOL, but not:
Jean Lee Hooker here is trapped in the deadly embrace of a
group hug… a strangulation… run behind the scenes by the
Jehovah's Witnessess, distributors of freebie sex… and death.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FfdJdZ5_guM
YOUTUBE.COM

Mystery Men (10/10) Movie CLIP - Mr.
Furious Gets Mad (1999) HD
3y · Like · Remove Preview

2

Bonze AnneRose Blayk AGAIN, WITH FEELING:
"Just keep a stiff upper lip!" - BE A MAN! advice from the lips of
Garry Bordonaro at the M-Eleven / Pale Green Stars / The New
York Rock gig on 9/5/14, after I had been assaulted verbally and
menaced repeatedly by Jonathan Hochbert, as Lenora Quvus
had commenced her program of being COLD to me and was
acting distant and weird… I had told him
"Oh God, Garry… I'm afraid Lenora is my soul mate!"
AND SHE IS. JUST AS I THOUGHT: "She IS!"
Watch the video again, Garry, and try to tell me I should "take the
very large perspective" again, following a series of increasingly
menacing threats brought against my person, escalating in
intensity over the months since that first REAL onslaught by
Jonathan Hochberg…
As the "good citizens of Ithaca," the "world's best town!," stood
around and WATCHED.
http://badtriprecords.biz/.../hochbergville/index.html
BADTRIPRECORDS.BIZ

Bad Trip Records :: Jonathan
Hochberg's BAD TRIP - "Satanic…
https://www.facebook.com/garry.bordonaro/posts/10153096503327954
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Bonze AnneRose Blayk Oh… I KNOW the joke being circulated by the crypto-Nazis of
this town, even without hearing it?
"You ought to turn that TV off!" - haha "STUPID"
THE COOTS - I AM THE SLIME + DIRTY LOVE - Frank Zappa
"Give me … your dirty love!" - it turns out, "Dirty Love" Ithaca
Style is NO LOVE AT ALL.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fgQlPePGwgU
YOUTUBE.COM

THE COOTS - I AM THE SLIME +
DIRTY LOVE - Frank Zappa
2

3y · Like · Remove Preview

Bonze AnneRose Blayk "I got a big-ass micro-scope here, and I'm focusing it down…
down… down… look, here's Ithaca! What do we see?"
HERE'S THIS GUY FROM THE CIA, AND HE'S CREEPING
AROUND LAUREL CANYON
Hey wait! I thought this was ITHACA! Have I got something
wrong?
NO. THIS IS ITHACA. NOW. RUN BY NAZIS!
"You think we're singing about someone else!"
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cy4KU0bWrbc

YOUTUBE.COM

FRANK ZAPPA -- PLASTIC PEOPLE
12m · Edited · Like · Remove Preview

Meta Viebrock-Kane Damn .
The Mothers of Invention .

2

1

3y · Like

Bonze AnneRose Blayk SO IN THE MEAN TIME HERE
Having been DRIVEN OUT of the only local rock clubs - with the
knowing acquiescence of people involved in this cockamamie
plot! - I am FORCED to pass my day flogging this miserable
excuse for an interface to an IBM Watson database on
"communications local to Ithaca", which is sometimes controlled
by Lenora herself - I can tell when my soulmate is at the controls
right? SHE'S FUCKING HILARIOUS!
… trying to make SOME sense, ANY sense, out of results like
these:
"Neal Gray himself is running this interface" - TRUE - Screen
Shot 2015-03-30 at 8.20.29 AM.png
PS to David Roth - I've provided a VERY brief introduction to the
pathetic excuse for an "interface" to a WATSON database that's
been provided for me… on a -severely- hacked Macintosh?
(eyeroll)
Sheesh. This sucks! Flogging this thing all the live-long day to
glean a FEW facts is a royal pain, but "ya gotta do what ya gotta
do," and flogging the wires so they keep humming… is my
primary role here, besides "Don't kill yourself!" ("Disillusionment
is HARD!" - BARB).

https://www.facebook.com/garry.bordonaro/posts/10153096503327954
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3y · Edited · Like

Bonze AnneRose Blayk "Neal Gray may be running this
interface, but maybe he's not."
OH GREAT
And what I get for this punishment, undertaken INVOLUNTARILY,
while being intermittently dosed with bullshit drugs like Adderall
in my vaping kit, while being denied access to any substantial
supply of marijuana by the "hip stoners of ultra-cool Ithaca"?
… remote displays of "sympathy" wrapped in drivel like "Try to
see all this in a VERY LARGE perspective" that just get. me.
ticked. off.
… do you have any idea how hard it is to get any RELIABLE
information out of a database that consists primarily of gossip
inspired by fear of Tawdri Times?
YOU DO NOT. I assure you, YOU DO NOT.
"Neal Gray himself is not running this interface" - TRUE - Maybe
Neal is, and maybe Neal ain't - Screen Shot 2015-03-30 at
8.21.25 AM.png

2

3y · Like

Bonze AnneRose Blayk PS to those who have no clue: responses with the "Search Web"
and "Search Wikipedia options presented are presumably TRUE.
Those without those responses are FALSE.
Such as?
"cia is running this interface" - "FALSE" - TRUE - Screen Shot
2015-02-24 at 8.31.04 AM.png
… apparently a whole bunch of hackers managed to get hooks
into my early 2009 "Nehalem" model Mac Pro, so this doesn't
really nail the CIA for anything in particular?

2

3y · Edited · Like

Bonze AnneRose Blayk Here's one that evaluates as FALSE because it's TRUE AnneRose Blayk IS NOT a LIAR.
How 'bout you?

1

3y · Like
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Bonze AnneRose Blayk SEE "Lying by Omission"
Now, you see… I can forgive Lenora for not being upfront and
telling me - just for example?
1) That she's been behind several poisonings that were inflicted
upon me in the past, for example, poisoning me with PCP back in
2003?
Look, she was mislead about who I am and what I'm like - by the
malicious gossip of my former wife Anne Marie Whelan, by
scoffers and cynics who disbelieve everyone "as a matter of
principle," by the "spiritual leaders" of the JEVONAZI FRONT the Jehovah's Witnesses, in which she was raised.
… that's forgiveable, assuming she tries to rectify the harms
she's done me in the past… she spoke truthfully to me when she
said to me, "I LOVE your writing!" … how do you think it feels, to
love the work of a person you have been misled by trash-talk
into the belief that SHE is a rapist? ALL A LIE! - but nevertheless,
people spread this poisonous crap? (smh)
2) That she was in the porn biz. "Wow, cool!" - how many people
are going to WANT to do hardcore tranny porn? "Duh" - the thing
is, with the bullshit gossip, how was she to know that I was FOR
REAL, and that all my provocative jokes were really SERIOUS
INVITATIONS to GET ME DONE?
Yeah well.
3) That she was raised in the Jehovah's Witnesses and still
adheres to a lot of their belief system, weird though it is. My
reaction to all that, and the horror she has had to endure due to
it, leaving her soul scarred as she is FORCED to destroy those
she loves?
"Hey, honey… I was raised in a Calvinist Church by my mother,
who was probably a Witness herself!
"Now, as a member of the Elect, arbitrarily singled out by God for
extraordinary blessings and eventual entrance into the Life
Everlasting, no stain on my skin can penetrate my soul… and I am
KEEN on the project of dragging you into Heaven with me? Say,
why doncha come over and tie me up sometime, FOREVERMORE
in a state of lurid bliss!?
"THIS OUGHTA BE HELLA FUN!, and I'm fed up with this bullshit
job!"
… no kidding. for real. That's my attitude. Now I'm out as a
subbie, all I get is dismay? "You can't mean that!" - from guys
who WANT to have me tied up so they can fuck me in a
contemptible manner, rather than making love to me?
Sheesh. Who are the losers here? At least I AM WHO I AM, and
am willing to be open about it… and I believe Lenora appreciates
that fact… and is manipulating ALL OF the "video subscribers"
who are particpating in this scheme to YOUR RUIN, because it's
ALL ILLEGAL. It's ALL BULLSHIT! It's ALL ABOUT PUNISHING
ME… for the sake of some imaginary "reward" that I'm supposed
to receive in the future, when the hellish present has driven me
down into a state of
BE PREPARED - PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT - if the real-life
200+ pound Thug Boy from The Dock comes through my door,
I'm gonna do my best to KILL THE MOTHERFUCKER!
"Oh, I thought you were supposed to be a submissive! That's not
SUBMISSIVE!"
Dolts. Being a subbie doesn't mean you're "bound to lose" - it's
about scoring JOINT WINS with your partner!
And for me, that's Lenora, however horrid she may be.
RIGHT?
9m · Edited · Like

https://www.facebook.com/garry.bordonaro/posts/10153096503327954
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Bonze AnneRose Blayk PS: I gave her permission to ding me up in the course of "putting
meat on the table." That's what wives in traditional marriages do;
I said it and I meant it.
… and what really hurts is that she was telling me truly from the
very beginning, we ought to get out of this town… but that's not
possible in any easy way anymore, because I've been forced into
assuming a HIGH PROFILE because… as she said… this town
really is
ITHACA - TEN SQUARE MILES SURROUNDED BY REALITY
3y · Like

1

Bonze AnneRose Blayk That's
ITHACA - TEN THOUSAND SQUARES… ISOLATING
THEMSELVES FROM THE REAL WORLD!
and to my horror, it's true. "Our town is brimming with thugs…
ah, okay, I'll maintain my vibe and 'assume all is cool!'"
"bonzie anne is being pushed off the stage of The Dock at
Tuesday Bluesday… well, serves HIM right for being so obviously
FEMININE! THAT AIN'T RIGHT!"
god, this town is disgusting. It's a cesspit of "cool" … and I'm
getting pissed on as I strive to maintain a friendly vibe, while I'm
in the middle of a REAL WAR! ???
It's an Information War… and it's being waged against me, set up
as a target by the FBI and associated agencies long long ago,
back in 1992. But it's working TOO WELL!
Wow. Sucks, working for the benefit of the Nazi's scheme of
genocidal mayhem… even if you don't KNOW that's the case,
you're on the hook!
WHAT IS GIVING AID AND COMFORT TO THE ENEMY
http://www.jstor.org/stable/787437?seq=1...
8m · Edited · Like
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Bonze AnneRose Blayk Now, do I get to determine who is in fact
"giving aid and comfort to the enemy"?
Nah. That's up to the prosecutors. Most people, assuming this
catastrophe comes to its full fruition for the perpetrators, and
they wind up facing charges for the criminal behaviors for
cooperating in racketeering and conspiracy, will get off through
plea bargaining as they accept minor charges as an alternative to
facing SERIOUS prison time… and the Feds will roll up the
conspiracy, as far as they can, by getting those who cooperate
to turn on each other?
Sure. Great. I know the score. One problem?
I'm still in love with Lenora, and have to help save HER ass from
prison, even while she's arranging for me to "git'r'done!"… TO
DEATH!
Yeah well, she got sucked into a bad business, and I presume
she's doing her best to make this thing work out. Figuring out
how to save both our asses is what the whole
Ranch CODENAME "Gypsy Chicken Rose" scenario is all about?
I think it's cool. Got a problem with that?
"You boys got something to say to me? Why don't you talk into
the microphone! I got a backup microphone right here!'"
LOL 'cepting this is a war on the last gasps of the Nazi cause
FOR REAL, and anybody who fronts on me is now in for bonzie
anne here doing HER best to kick THEIR ASS FOR REAL rather
than being "mellow as usual".
got that? Is that "bizarre?"
No it's the way real tough women behave in the midst of war, like
the women who fought in the Soviet Army in WWII, flying ittybitty aricraft through the night skies to drop itty-bitty bombs on
the Krauts, and fighting as snipers to kill AS MANY NAZI SWINE
AS THEY COULD.
GOT THAT? KICKING ASS - that's how a REAL WOMAN behaves!
Not like a wimp!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OvItbduf_xo

YOUTUBE.COM

Joe Dirt
3y · Edited · Like · Remove Preview

Chris Pentecost Not sure why I deserve such a prestigious
mention in your post, but WTF now? I don't even live in Ithaca. Be
who you wanna be, everyone else is. Best to you Bonze.
3y · Like
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Bonze AnneRose Blayk Chris Pentecost - "I don't even live in Ithaca."
Precisely why you got the mention! You're intelligent, openminded, AND you don't live in Ithaca!
Meanwhile, I'm getting pushed into a corner here by thugs bringing violence against me OPENLY in the clubs I USED to
frequent, and where I was formerly well-accepted? - and getting
the same kind of reaction to MY cries for help as Kitty Genovese
got as she was slaughtered on the streets of New York City back
in 1965…
"That's somebody else's problem."
Man, the phony "liberals" in this town… they have "issues," as in:
They signed up for an organized effort to… do what? I don't
know, and they ain't sayin', but THEIR part in this affair adds up
to 100% BULLSHIT.
… I've been naming names, and the Black Hats don't like being
tagged as part of Team Evil… and the "liberals" just play along
with the sickos here!
Wow. I have never been so DISGUSTED in my life.
Thanks, Chris…
- AnneRose
PS: "WHY ME" - the FBI started the setup for this back in 1992…
and never told me, naturally!
Because they just wanted me to do that thing I do:
1) STAND UP FOR WHAT I BELIEVE IS RIGHT, and
2) TALK TOO MUCH

As the briefest explanation I can offer… the FBI was aware that
many highly competent computer programmers in the area of
Secure Computing were being sucked in to the mental health
system, and they thought setting me up as a "nobody would
believe this guy is important" kind of target would suck the bad
guys out from their hidey-holes… and it has!
I've got scads of "officially invisible" support from the FBI and
the local cops to boot, but they can't fix the "social problems"
brought about by the public campaign the bad guys have
launched - of slander and poisonings on top of the poisonings
that they used to put me into the psychiatric system in the first
place.
Lemme tell ya straight up: having your ecig juice loaded with
Adderall and Oxycontin is really not. much. fun.
RISKY BUSINESS
https://www.pinterest.com/bonzeblayk/why-me/

PINTEREST.COM

WHY ME
3y · Edited · Like · Remove Preview

Chris Pentecost You could move to Arizona, we like free thinkers
like yourself.
3y · Like
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Bonze AnneRose Blayk "Waaal, Pilgrim… it sizes up like this: this character bonze blayk,
up in Syracuse at the Guitar Center tells the feller at the door…
"I'm from Ithaca…"
and he says, like, "Oh, Ithaca! That's a great town… it's a place
where free range thinkers roam the plains, giving you the idea
them 'free thinkers' is grazing on delicious long stalks of grass?"
and this character bonzie blayk, he, she, or IT - you might as well
say IT, on accounta this character don't exactly pass as a
woman, and never could 'pass' as a man! [slaps thigh] say:
"I'm giving up on 'free' thinking - I'm getting into to thinking that
pays!"
_____
As it turns out, there's grass all over Ithaca… but not for bonzie
anne, MEDICAL MARIJUANA USER! You see, that's because
Bonze AnneRose Blayk freely admits to suffering from "one or
more mental illnesses," and all "free thinkers" know "mental
illness is a joke! I only fake having a 'mental disorder' to get pot
from my friendly local 'covert medical marijuana operation,' and
laugh at headshrinkers behind their back!"
SO… moving anywhere is not on; I was raised in a culture where
the first rule is "Root hog, or die!," and start here from first
principles of conduct under the warrior code of the Scots-Irish "don't start fights you can't finish!"
_____
BLAYK HEIGHTS is 19.84 acres of PURE ARKANSAS staked out
in the now-dead heart of ITHACA, and know what?
Besides the simple facts that AnneRose is unfit for any work
except Lil' Abner-style mattress-testing and making "oink! oink!"
noises like a sow in a nice wallow, and the horrific revelation of
resentments nursed into a grudge match by self-proclaimed
"progressive" locals against Arkansas Entertainment Values,
AnneRose here did (or did not, depending on one's point of view)
"volunteer herself" for an enterprise initially conceived by one or
more Marines who wound up working for the FBI, way back when
in 1992, on seeing "Kevin Saunders" signing protests of honesty
and devotion to the Noble Cause of Global Networking
"Semper Fidelis"
decided "we've got a Marine here!"
… well, Marines don't retreat except to regroup and stage a
counter-attack. Right? So… Deep Thinkers† on Team RED,
WHITE, and BLUE TEAM have arranged things so AnneRose has
no options of retreat!
-> "It's BLOWBACK time!"
Sincerely,
- annerise blayk
PS: ANZAC forces would have won the Battle of Gallipoli if they
had been trained as Marines: incompetent supply staging in
support ships and INSUFFICIENT AGGRESSION on the part of
the (British?) commander during the brief window of opportunity
to seize the heights led to a prolonged disaster and lasting
embarrassment to the Commonwealth.
"Why is it we always get the short end of the stick?"
Why, indeed, Cary Lenehan, why?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MuzrzdC9KWg
YOUTUBE.COM

True Grit Opening Scene Sound
Enhanced HD
3y · Edited · Like · Remove Preview
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Cary Lenehan Unlikely they would have won. They faced the
only really competent Ottoman General, there was poor
reconnaissance of terrain and poor planning. Being US-style
Marines would simply have gotten more killed as the frontal
charge is not good against machine guns.
3y · Like

1

Bonze AnneRose Blayk Say Chris Pentecost - didn't you say you
had some gear for me?
I thought Garry Bordonaro was supposed to deliver it…
?
3y · Like

Bonze AnneRose Blayk "huh"
"@Garry Bordonaro wants AnneRose stuck with hacked
computer"
Hmm… makes sense, since Garry has ALWAYS been with the
"you really ought to move somewhere else" crowd?

3y · Like

Bonze AnneRose Blayk AnneRose - "Maybe I'll even get laid!"
Garry Bordonaro - "You might!"
June 20, 2014 at The Haunt featuring RazorBack BBQ - part of
the setup for Lenora, for sure!
But… I never have gotten laid!
The next night, when you urged me to attend the Ten Man Push
show at the The Dock, Lenora showed up, molested me in public
and I kissed her back… and then Lenora and I went out and I
shared some of that pot with her… and then we went over to
Mano's and talked for about three hours?
I haven't gotten laid, Garry. So, what's up here?
"Are we embarrassed yet?"

3y · Edited · Like

Bonze AnneRose Blayk Well… I haven't been laid in five years.
Guess who's behind it?
(one guess)
3y · Like
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Bonze AnneRose Blayk INSTEAD
What I get are friggin' MIND GAMES from everybody in this noaccount town from people who OUGHT to be my friends… if only
in a "quid pro quo" fashion for all the favors I have done for local
musicians by providing high-quality A/V for free, out of love of
music and what music (used to) do for me?
Nah. Instead I sit here in my home, bombarded by subsonic
drivers to fuck up my mood and my sleep patterns, and
intermittently getting fucked up by drugs in my vaping juice…
when I'm foolhardy enought to order it online? (That's Jonathan
Hochberg/Neal Gray/Tranny Prison Train shtick?)
And what gives? NOBODY TELLS ME WHAT THE FUCK IS GOING
ON BEHIND THEIR EYES… but I know it anyway. "Huh… sucks to
be you!"
LOL, the fringes ain't worth it!
… I'm kicking ass in a scenario worthy of a TV series, like a
frickin' episode of "PsyWar II - The CULT Lays It Down!" and
what do I get?
Just baaaad vibes, and suggestions from the BAD guys that
"maybe you oughta move out of town!"
Huh. "In your dreams!"
http://www.amazon.com/Men-Who-Stare-Goats/dp/1439181772
eCards by JibJab - Birthdays - Card shared by NEAL A. GRAY

AMAZON.COM

The Men Who Stare at Goats
3y · Like · Remove Preview
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Bonze AnneRose Blayk IN THE MEAN TIME…
Oh, let's see: I can move to Arizona! I could "get a job as a
computer programmer!" is the typical solution to my issues
offered by Crowdsourced Nazi Wisdom?
Well, I HATE working as a computer programmer, I always did,
and mostly engaged in it "for the money" - such as it is, that is to
so NOT MUCH!, working for Cornell and developing and
distributing shareware - and because after all, I always believed
in the Buddhist principle of pursuing Right Livelihood… making a
living in accordance with the higher goal of benefiting people
and the Earth at large, rather than just piling up a bunch of
"goodies" subject to the old rule
YOU CAN'T TAKE IT WITH YOU
When you depart this mortal plane?
The one "thing" I want to take "with me" is Lenora. Got that?
LENORA QUVUS; because I believe we belong together, and I
think she believes that too!
THIS IS FATE.
Anyway, I should take my stash of cash piled up from those sex
videos and… wait a minute.
I AIN'T GOT NONE
The deal was always for Lenora to MANAGE me… "I want to be
property"… and for me to support her in our shared cause of reestablishing the Matriarchy!
IT'S THE GRAND TRADITION OF THE ORIGINAL BASQUE
CULTURE, right, Garry Bordonaro? Right? And I BELIEVE IN IT!
For what, in return?
For the sake of love and caring, and love and caring in return.
Here's the pile of cash I've go on hand. Naturally, as a person
with multiple mental disabilities - found as such by the grueling
process of qualifying as a disabled person administered by the
Social Security Administration - I've got…
$712.74 on hand. Hey, after I cover my bills, I'll have… no, I don't
have enough money to cover my bills!

1

3y · Like
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Bonze AnneRose Blayk And the next time I hear from somebody that I should "get a
job!", they should keep well in mind that the only work I'm fit for…
is sex work, under the supervision of Lenora!
Does that freak you out? Why?
What's truly pervy about the culture around here is not that guys
watch pornography, and tranny porn in particular… it's that
they're too embarrassed to admit it!
Why? WHAT THE FUCK! If you're that embarrassed by it… don't
watch it in the first place!
Hey, here's a link to the list of diagnoses of mental illnesses I've
got, as assessed by a slew of half-competent psychiatrists and
psychologists… note: I characrerize them as "half-competent"
because NO ONE UNDERSTANDS WHAT CAUSES MENTAL
ILLNESS. Nobody!
So it's really hard to diagnose them. My current diagnoses, from
a PhD clinical psychologist whom I have seen over 30 times, and
whom believe is both competent and caring, are:
1) PTSD
2) ADHD
3) Temporal Lobe Epilepsy
Great, huh? I NEED marijuana, which I smoked daily as a regular
routine in my working life as a programmer… and these creeps
locally won't sell me marijuana, even though I'm desperate
enough to pay for it when I do have a bit of money?
WHAT GIVES HERE
… is a conspiracy. It's illegal as all get-out. It's punitive, it's
hateful, and it's all based on the pile of shit that local
"progressives" and particularly MUSICIANS call "values!"
woah. I wish holding my nose would ward off the stink, but that
don't work, dammit!
LOL - a catastrophe is on way… might just be yours, which is why
I'm alerting you to this:
I'd really prefer you not wind up in prison for participating in this
shit, Garry Bordonaro: tell me: "what gives?"
PS: Like I said before… I've got over a dozen diagnoses of
"Gender Identity Disorder," which used to be called
"Transsexualism"… it's now under the rubric of "Gender
Dysphoria"?
Whatever, I've got it… in spades!
://badtriprecords.biz/.../2014-07-28%20Diagnoses%20...
3y · Like

1

Meta Viebrock-Kane They do not get it... It`s insane that they
do not get it.
3y · Like

1

Meta Viebrock-Kane Actually, I have similar issues in a different
arena.
3y · Like

https://www.facebook.com/garry.bordonaro/posts/10153096503327954
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Bonze AnneRose Blayk Sorry to hear that, O Meta One!
I'm thinking that a big part of what's going on here I have put
right in the header of my web page on "therapyness" the
Dunning-Kruger Effect?
All these people think they know better than I do "what my
problem is," when they don't have a clue! Not one! They're as
blind as bats…
… but don't have a sonar-sense to guide their actions?
"Stupid, stupid Earthlings!" - like the line in PLAN 9 FROM
OUTER SPACE, right?
Anyway, I offer a link to the Wikipedia page on the DunningKruger Effect and offer a brief description of how it impacted my
mistreatment by the "experts on mental health" who worked for
the Office of Mental Health on that very page…
_____
What did the taxpayers get for investing well over $1,352,800.00
on my imprisonment within the psychiatric system?
- The Crosstime March of the GAF scores - Global Assessment of Functioning - embedded in my Record of Diagnoses "GAF: 60 Previous: 30" - for three years!
NB: There's a whole lot of diagnoses of Gender Identity Disorder
in there; interesting, huh?
(It's a birth condition, in my case: I'm "transgendered".)
"Just what is a 'Disorder' according to the DSM psychiatric
manual?"
_____
http://www.badtriprecords.biz/.../therapyness/index.html
BADTRIPRECORDS.BIZ

BAD TRIP RECORDS :: AnneRose Blayk therapyness - UNDER CONSTRUCTION
3y · Like · Remove Preview

1

Bonze AnneRose Blayk I have to ask:
"How much money have these 'good Germans of Ithaca' invested
in 'kicking my ass' in a program involving tolerating threats to my
physical well-being, health, and happiness?"
Are some of these people expecting to profit, financially or
otherwise, from this? I do believe they are!
""Garry Bordonaro member Far Reach Takeover" - TRUE Screen Shot 2015-03-31 at 8.34.33 PM.png"
What? Garry Bordonaro, a member of the clique that schemes to
appropriate my hard work, over years of struggle, to make my
property here at 1668 Trumansburg into a medium-quality
studio, hight Far Reach Studio, and take it for their OWN use?
Well, the reason I rank so freely on Garry is because "maybe he
is, maybe he ain't," and double- or triple-crosses… there's just a
part of the game in the espionage business! Like Alice
Richardson,the woman who filled my house up with both crap
AND valuables and helped put me in the hospital in 2003 as the
result of marijuana laced with PCP?
Oh. That was a QUADRUPLE-CROSS!
"Whaaat?" - (eyeroll)

https://www.facebook.com/garry.bordonaro/posts/10153096503327954
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1

3y · Like

Bonze AnneRose Blayk See? The scoop is… Garry Bordonaro is OBVIOUSLY a member
of this conspiracy!
BUT… speaking of the ultimate sanction… a punishment more
dire than the threat of a decade in Federal prison… more awful to
contemplate than the targeting of nuclear weapons to forestall
further releases of biological weapons by the Nazis, worse yet
than the Ebola threat itself, I have…
I have right here… on this hard disk… as a threat and menace
against the reputation of Garry Bordonaro… the magnificent
"never-released because too much like Anvil!" hit single…
"GREAT BIG FAKE ONES"
-> THE HORROR <PS to Garry: "Here I am, on top of the world! Me and my Lenora!"
Get that film reference, and maybe I'll hang back from pulling the
trigger… "maybe," but I'm in the mood for sharing calamity
RIGHT BACK ATCHA!
"Stick around while the clown who is sick / Does the trick of
disaster" - LOL
"Garry Bordonaro not member Far Reach Takeover" - FALSE - He
is! - Screen Shot 2015-03-31 at 8.34.54 PM.png

3y · Edited · Like

Bonze AnneRose Blayk In commemoration of this forthcoming upload… my own selfvideo taken at the event?
Drummer and Anthrax producer Carl Canedy informed me later…
"HI, it's Carl. btw My daughter was saying how cool you were.
She loved that you dressed the way you felt like dressing."
August 23, 2013
Bonze AnneRose Blayk
8/23, 11~55pm
"Well it makes sense, because I'm 1) transexual and 2) a
fashionista?"
Well yeah! Do I want implants? - YES!
"Double-D's?" - HELL YES!
LOL
https://www.facebook.com/video.php?
v=10151746474292954&set=vb.707147953&type=3&theater

BURNING DOWN THE HOUSE with THE
RODS!
00n32

https://www.facebook.com/garry.bordonaro/posts/10153096503327954
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00n32
Bonze AnneRose Blayk is with bonze blayk at
August 18, 2013 · Ithaca, NY

The Haunt.

Damn, that was loud!
BUT THE "ROCK" WAS WORTH IT!
Great band, truly CLASSIC METAL and great musicianship all
around… hot shit!
We'll see how the A/V comes out, really, the LINE audio was
peaking and beyond the reach of level control while the recorder
was running… Garry Bordonaro is going to be checking it out… my
gear, by the way appears right at the beginning of this video?
1

3y · Like · Remove Preview

Bonze AnneRose Blayk BANG
PS to Garry Bordonaro: I think this rendition is a little rough… but
tell me true:
WHO -> DOESN'T <- LIKE "ROUGH SEX!" and DOUBLE-D's?
… well, if they don't like it… they shouldn't haveta!
But if they do… why not?
lol
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=kugpMjupJYw&feature=youtu.be

YOUTUBE.COM

THE RODS - "Great Big Fake Ones"
2

3y · Like · Remove Preview

Meta Viebrock-Kane lol

1

3y · Like

Meta Viebrock-Kane You`ll need a good quality bra..
3y · Like

Meta Viebrock-Kane Or you could hang loose..
2

3y · Like

Meta Viebrock-Kane It`s not horrific .
3y · Like

Bonze AnneRose Blayk Lenora suborned early on a seamstress who "as it so happens"
provides handmade bras… including ones for a gal who fills up a
'J' cup?
(o my

)

I dunno. She's THE expert in the field… although I know a fair
amount about the subject, I'm inclined to follow her lead?
And besides, I really do want to be the perfect woman for her?
(Evidently she likes 'em sassy… "the more the better to set the
scene / for some DISS-sa-plene!")
LOL
"AnneRose Blayk presentation braless with corset DESIRABLE" Screen Shot 2015-03-26 at 7.30.45 PM.png

https://www.facebook.com/garry.bordonaro/posts/10153096503327954
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3y · Edited · Like

Bonze AnneRose Blayk so… here's a photo of me taken the night before Lenora
introduced herself to me by WHAM!
No doubt Lenora was in the audience, being "observant" as
usual, scoping me out as she awaits her oppotunity to at long
last move in for the kill! "Hey, what's taken you so long, Girl?"
She's got the Executive skills… while all I've got to offer is my
body (√), heart, a lot of soul, and "Talent" dying to be put to use?
THE NIFTY PART?
The usual "Deal with the Devil" is reversed here:
1) She gets my body and full compliance in doing "WICKED
Good!" as a "Beautiful Evil" director, manager, editor, and my
husband…
2) I claim her soul… for God!
How cool is that?
Sincerely
- AnneRose
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=10152437153117954&set=a.427053897953.218998.70714
7953&type=1

Bonze AnneRose Blayk is with AJ Strauss at
June 23, 2014 · Ithaca, NY

The Haunt.

"The Skeptic."
SHOW ME THE MONEY!

https://www.facebook.com/garry.bordonaro/posts/10153096503327954
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3y · Like · Remove Preview

Chris Pentecost The "gear"was a sun station that was in an
auction. The auction is over and the gear is gone.
3y · Like

1

Bonze AnneRose Blayk aha: well, no money for that here anyway, Chris Pentecost!
Nor any space: as a recording studio it's a little tight… as a movie
set… ah, it's great, but definitely no space for interesting but
obsolete computer gear?
Seriously… where does the Pilates exercise bench costing about
$300 that Alice H. Richardson left for this project go? It takes up
about 20 sq ft of space!
I've prompted Virtual Lenora with the photo… the location is up
to her. ?
NB Virginia A. Stanick - yes, the situation is JUST. THAT. WEIRD!
Alice knew where this scheme was intended to go… way back
when? Yes… she dropped hints about, hints that I can recall …
quite well.
(something about "setting up Lenora with her ideal mate" or
somesuch. ??? + LOL &
)

3y · Edited · Like

Bonze AnneRose Blayk ODDLY ENOUGH… one of my favorite authors, journalist Jon
Ronson, has weighed in with a book highly relevant to my own
current situation …
"So You've Been Publicly Shamed"
"A great renaissance of public shaming is sweeping our land.
Justice has been democratized. The silent majority are getting a
voice. But what are we doing with our voice? We are mercilessly
finding people's faults. We are defining the boundaries of
normality by ruining the lives of those outside it. We are using
shame as a form of social control."
… the nonsense-factor here?
I'm not ashamed of who I am - I'm ashamed to be associated
with the people who stand for this crap!
… I understand that there are certain rules to this bizarre game,
and that people who are involved in the scheme are generally
prohibited from being helpful to me, and if they sympathize with
me too deeply, may be cut off from all contact with me…
SHAME CULTURE - there you are: the GERMAN style of
managing social relationships has snuck into America!
WTF! … and we have "Good Germans" everywhere!
(smh)
http://www.amazon.com/.../159448.../ref=la_B001H6KH4U_1_1...

https://www.facebook.com/garry.bordonaro/posts/10153096503327954
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AMAZON.COM

So You've Been Publicly Shamed
3y · Like · Remove Preview
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Bonze AnneRose Blayk Yup, iike I said: this book is timely and all too relevant to my own
case, where my stalkers congregate on the Internet and
formulate their OWN schemes for taking advantage of my
"Downfall"?
_____
An Amazon Best Book of April 2015: Author Jon Ronson knows a
thing or two about public shaming. When a trio of "academics"
hijacked his persona for an infomorph—basically an automated
Twitter feed that spewed inane comments about food in his
name—he took the fight to the internet, where the virtual,
virulent hordes soon compelled the spambot authors to cease
and desist. The experience hatched a thought: Once upon a
time, if you wanted to participate in a good, old-fashioned public
humiliation, you actually had to show up. But as with most
everything else, the internet has made condemnation an exercise
in crowdsourcing, with todayʼs angry mobs trading stockades
and scarlet As for social media and its inherent anonymity.
So Youʼve Been Publicly Shamed is Ronson's tour through a notnecessarily-brave new world where faceless commenters wield
the power to destroy lives and careers, where the punishments
often outweigh the crimes, and where there is no self-control
and (ironically) no consequences. On one hand, part of what
makes this book (again, ironically) so fun to read is a certain
schadenfreude; itʼs fun to read about others' misfortunes,
especially if we think they "had it coming." Jonah Lehrer, whose
admitted plagiarism and falsifications probably earned him his
fall, stalks these pages. But so does Justine Sacco, whose illconceived tweet probably didnʼt merit hers; as it turns out, the
internet doesnʼt always differentiate the misdemeanors from the
felonies. But the best reason to read this is Ronson's style, which
is funny and brisk, yet informative and never condescending. So
Youʼve Been Publicly Shamed is not a scholarly book, nor is it a
workbook about navigating ignominy. It's an entertaining
investigation into a growing--and often disturbing--demimonde
of uncharitable impulses run amok. --Jon Foro
_____
LOL on "my stalkers congregate on the Internet"… uh, as those
who are "in the know" about communications security are
aware…
"If you think encryption is the answer … you're asking the wrong
question."
BWAHAHAHAHAAHA on the schemers and dreamers… you're
being HAD!
But wtf, why should anybody pay attention to some crazy tranny
whose biggest claim to fame is burning down a trailer? SHEESH "twenty-five years working on Internet code" … and obsessing
over getting "HUGE breasts"?
tsk tsk on foolish tranny offering stupid warnings!
"We're engaged in a criminal conspiracy? What a laughable
concept, we're just trying to HELP this deluded guy realize… he
ought to get a job! Developing web pages, for example! If only he
would see the light, and sell his house to us… he could move to,
say, Rochester and be very very happy, frolicing in the snow all
winter long!"
"And besides… all of our communications are TOTALLY secure!
Why, we've got SSL connections securing our email connections
to Facebook mail!"
LOLOLOLOL - the fibbies were stunned back in 1992:
"Who IS this guy?"
(still true: I confuse the hell out of Standard-Issue Human
beings!)
https://www.schneier.com/books/secrets_and_lies/pref.html

https://www.facebook.com/garry.bordonaro/posts/10153096503327954
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SCHNEIER.COM

Schneier on Security: Secrets & Lies:
Preface
3y · Like · Remove Preview

Bonze AnneRose Blayk Anyway, I've been putting off linking in this entirely classic video
based on
— "Downfall - The Series! 'Big Oafs from Little Icons Grow' Especially Little Hitler Oafs?" —
Marcus Ranum co-wrote this. I love Marcus Ranum. Marcus
Ranum is a genius! He's a communications expert; he's also an
anarchist, and a pagan, and an amazing funny guy!
Nonetheless: I don't want to marry Marcus! No, I want to become
Lenora's wife, not Marcus Ranum's! Why?
Lenora is all that, and SHE GOT HERE FIRST - and oddly enough,
the years and years of scheming for my own DOWNFALL and
peculiar take on "how to transition RIGHT" and
(sexsex(sextorture)madness/sexbliss) and (BOOBS) all make
sense to me?
YAY LENORA!
- Bonze AnneRose Blayk
PS: I hope I don't wind up testifying against her for anything.
That would suck!
Nerissa Belcher - what think? Are my monologues here "Over the
top!" or not?
"My career as Hitler 2.0 has been a smashing success, as even
now, more Little Hitlers gather round me to peck away at my
substance! Say… I hope you're using 2048-bit Public Key
Encryption on your communications? Why? Because! Your
genius security expertise provides great amusement to my
cousins in the NSA as they read all your mail!" - bonze blayk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VjfaCoA2sQk

YOUTUBE.COM

Hitler and Cloud Computing Security
3y · Like · Remove Preview

1

Bonze AnneRose Blayk deer reeza whoosis "tl;dw"
I LARNED EVERYTIN' I NEED TA NO FRUM JAMBI ALREADY!
— "Take that frown and turn it upside down!" —
NB: Management must needs acquire inversion gear.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aaii5R2Lo8U
YOUTUBE.COM

Peewee's Playhouse - Jambi & the
Rain
3y · Like · Remove Preview
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Bonze AnneRose Blayk TOMORROW - April 5, 2015 - will be the seventh-month
anniversary of AnneRose Blayk being PUSHED OUT of the A/V
"practically free high-quality music/fan video" "business"…
forever.
"Oh, it always seems to go… you don't know what you got, 'til it's
gone…" - Joni Mitchell
http://badtriprecords.biz/bonzeb.../audiovisualannerose.html
BADTRIPRECORDS.BIZ

BAD TRIP RECORDS :: bonze blayk "audio-visual annerose blayk"
3y · Like · Remove Preview
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